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Private Equity
Private Equity, Venture Capital and Infrastructure Funds
This course provides an overview of Private Equity (PE), Venture Capital (VC) and Infrastructure
investments and funds. The course covers the actors of PE, their approach to structuring,
managing and exiting investments. It focusses on types of investments targeted as well as
investment structures, vehicles, set-ups and incentive mechanisms used by PE actors. The course
shows how PE and infra funds raise, deploy and harvest capital and which tools they use. It aims
to provide an understanding of the players and methods in PE and infrastructure as alternative
asset classes.
The course is conceived as general introductory course into PE, it targets:




Financial sector professionals in Luxembourg wanting to get a general overview of PE.
SHU students that are interested in PE and would like to get an introduction on the subject.

SEMINAR LEARNING OBJECTIVES





Enable students to have a basic understanding of Private Equity (PE), Venture Capital (VC) and
Infrastructure investments and funds
Emphasis will be placed on the actors in PE and their motivation/incentivation, strategies and
structures employed to execute PE investments and the performance measurement of PE
investments
Aim is to provide an understanding of the players and methods in PE and infrastructure as
alternative asset classes.

Course Duration:

4 sessions of 3 hours each

Dates:

June 15, 29, 30, 30

Price:

€ 950

€ 600 for Alumnus

Presenter Profile
Gunter Fischer is Senior Investment Officer with the European Investment Bank focusing on
GEEREF, the Global Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Fund. In this context he is
responsible for the sourcing, origination, assessment, negotiation and monitoring of renewable
energy and energy efficiency investments in emerging markets and developing countries.
He has more than 15 years of fund experience including from managing the European Investment
Fund’s (EIF) first external mandate Fund of Funds to targeting venture capital and private equity
investments in Germany. In this context he gained in depth knowledge of the due diligence and
structuring of fund investments. Prior to EIF, Dr Fischer was with the corporate finance practice of
Arthur D. Little in Berlin. There he provided corporate finance advisory to a number of industries.
Dr Fischer holds degrees in business administration and law from Reims Management School and
the University of St. Gallen and a PhD in finance from the European University in Frankfurt,
Germany.

